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Abstract
The Internet is an evolving force that contributes to rapid economic 
expansion worldwide. However, each newly emerging Internet 
technology requires rigorous evaluation and testing; a process 
that often includes simulation and modeling. OPNET Modeler is 
one of the most popular commercial product for simulating and 
modeling of computer networks and related technologies. In this 
paper, we plan for the expansion of a small company’s intranet 
.Currently the company has a star topology network on the first 
floor of its office buildings and plans to add an extra additional 
star topology network on another floor. Comparison between 
the performance of two networks based on various performance 
parameters will suggest whether the second floor expansion will 
be feasible or not.
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I. Introduction
Network simulators have grown in maturity since they first appeared 
as performance, management and prediction tools. Simulators are 
normally used as network management tools, for which packet 
level analysis is not commonly employed. OPNET Modeler [1] 
is the leading commercial software for simulation and modeling 
of computer networks and related technologies. OPNET software 
contains a wide range of simulation models of various computer 
devices, communication mediums, and network protocols and 
technologies. OPNET Modeler relies on combination of the C 
programming language and state transition diagrams to implement 
simulation models and supporting technologies. While creating a 
new simulation study using standard models is a fairly straight-
forward task, developing new models or modifying existing ones 
could become a challenging and often.
OPNET products model performance of simulated systems with 
the high degree of accuracy, which results in huge amounts of code. 
Despite extensive documentation and good naming conventions, 
it is often difficult to identify the process models, external files, 
and portions of code which are responsible for simulating specific 
aspects of the system’s performance. That is why modifying 
and extending OPNET’s simulation .models can become a very 
challenging and time consuming task.

A. Performance Metrics

1. Throughput
In communication networks, such as Ethernet or packet radio, 
throughput or network throughput is the average rate of successful 
message delivery over a communication channel [2]. This data 
may be delivered over a physical or logical link, or pass through 
a certain network node. The throughput is usually measured in 
bits per second (bit/s or bps), and sometimes in data packets per 
second or data packets per time slot. The analog limitations of 
wires or wireless systems inevitably provide an upper bound on 
the amount of information that can be sent [3].

2. Delay
The delay of a network specifies how long it takes for a bit of data 
to travel across the network from one node or endpoint to another. 
It is typically measured in multiples or fractions of seconds. Delay 
may differ slightly, depending on the location of the specific pair 
of communicating nodes.

B. Overview of OPNET Modeler Simulator
The OPNET Modeler architecture consists of three modeling 
domains: the process, the node, and the network. Within the 
process modeling domain the developer implements the behavior 
of various processes, such as e-mail clients, TCP managers, or 
IP interfaces. In OPNET, the modular implementations of these 
processes are referred to as process models [4]. The complete 
specification of an OPNET process model consists of a finite state 
machine, action statements expressed in C/C++, and configurable 
parameters. Within the node modeling domain the developer 
implements the behavior of various network devices, such as 
clients, servers, switches, or routers. Node models are usually 
defined via one or more functional elements called modules and by 
the data flow between them. The behavior of individual modules is 
specified either via a set of built-in parameters or through one or 
more process model [5]. Within the network domain the developer 
implements complete network models including individual nodes 
and interconnecting communication links. A network model 
specification also includes the configuration of such simulation 
model characteristics as individual applications, user profiles, 
and network protocols. The configuration of individual nodes and 
communication mediums, their connectivity and geographical 
locations, serves to further define a network model. The attribute 
values specified in the network modeling domain propagate all 
the way down to the process models. The attribute values specify 
either local characteristics, applicable to individual devices, or 
global characteristics, applicable to multiple devices in the network 
[6]. The OPNET modeling architecture is structured in a layered 
fashion with the process domain being the lowest layer, followed 
by the node domain, and finally the Network domain layer at the 
top. The process models are used directly to build node models, 
which in turn are combined to build various network models.
The Modeler is just one of the many tools from the OPNET 
Technologies suite. The version used for these experiments was 
9.0.A. The engine of the OPNET Modeler is a finite state machine 
model in combination with an analytical model [7]. 

II. Performance Evaluation
The Ethernet is a multi-access network, meaning that a nodes sends 
and receives frames over a shared link .It implements the capability 
of transmitting and monitoring a connected bud link at a same 
time It has full duplex capability .For a successful performance 
evaluation we will consider two scenarios, one of the existing 
ground floor network and other of the planned network.

A. Simulation Set-Up for Ground Floor Network
 The Fast Ethernet network model operating at a data rate of 100 
Mbps in a star topology using OPNET Modeler with 30 users can 
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be made by using the parameters as shown in Table 1:

Table 1: Parameters for Ground Floor Network
Start>New>File>Project_name>scenario-1>create 
empty scenario>office>size=100m*100 m>select 
technologies=sm_int_model list model family
Topology Rapid Configuration
Configuration Star

Centre Node Model 3C_SS11_1100_3300_4S_
ae52-e48_ge3

Periphery Node Model Sm_int_wkstn
Link Model 10 Base T
Number 30
Centre X,Y 25,25
Radius 20

The network is as shown in fig. 1. Similarly this baseline can be 
expanded for scenario -2with 30 users.

Fig. 1: Ground Floor Network for 30 Nodes

B. Simulation Set-Up for Planned Expansion
The parameters for creating planned expansion are almost same 
as that of ground floor network in a star topology using OPNET 
Modeler except a few shown in Table 2:

Table 2: Parameters for Planned Expansion
Topology Rapid Configuration
Configuration Star

Centre Node Model 3C_SS11_1100_3300_4S_ae52-
e48_ge3

Periphery Node 
Model Sm_int_wkstn

Link Model 10 Base T
Number 15
Centre X,Y 75,62.5
Radius 20

After selecting all the desired parameters the network appears as 
shown in fig. 2.

Fig. 2: The Final Network

III. Performance Analysis

A. Result Analysis for Ground Floor Network
After creating the network models, run the Configure Discrete 
event simulation for particular duration. Then result of scenario-1 
of ground floor network for the sever load graph is as shown in 
fig. 3. It is observed that at its peak server load is well below 6000 
bits/sec. The result analysis for global Ethernet delay is as shown 
in fig. 4. Note that after delay reaches a steady state the maximum 
delay is about 0.4 milliseconds. 

Fig. 3: Server Load Graph
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Fig. 4: Ethernet Delay Graph

B. Result Analysis for Whole Network
The result of scenario-2 full network for comparison of Ethernet 
(bits/sec) is as shown in fig. 5. The result of comparison of time-
average of Ethernet load between ground floor and planned 
scenario is as shown in fig. 6. Note that while the average load 
for the expansion scenario is higher (as expected), the load as 
a whole appears to be leveling off (that is not monotonically 
increasing), indicating a stable network. 

Fig. 5: Ethernet Load Graph Comparison of Whole Network

Fig. 6: Time Averaged Server Load Comparison of Whole 
Network

C. Comparison of Two Scenarios
While comparing Ethernet delay of both the scenarios. The 
overlaid graph appears as shown in fig. 7.

Fig. 7: Graph Comparing Ethernet Delay of Both Scenarios

IV. Result snd Conclusion
By analyzing the graph, it is observed that there is no significant 
change in Ethernet delay on the network. Although the load has 
increased, delay has not. This means that planned expansion for 
office network is feasible and can be implemented successfully, 
if desired. 
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